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Global 
Access

Connexus grants 
you access to cloud 

platforms around the 
world: Deploy and 

manage your services 
wherever you  
need them.

Global Reach, Tailored Solutions  
Connexus offers customized solutions that align with your specific needs, ensuring 
your cloud strategy is as distinctive as your business. With an expansive network 
of partnerships with leading cloud service providers, we open doors to the cloud 
through cutting-edge Network-to-Network Interfaces (NNIs).

Empowering Your Cloud Journey  
Connexus Cloud Connect opens diverse routes to the same cloud platform through 
multiple service providers. Through our core NNIs, you can effortlessly leverage 
cloud exchange platforms or establish direct connections to cloud providers, ensuring 
your journey to the cloud is as efficient and flexible as your business demands.

Unlock the Power of Cloud Access to multiple global cloud platforms  
and empower seamless digital transformation across borders.
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Connexus® Cloud Connect

Strategic  
Partnerships

Our strategic 
collaborations with 
renowned cloud  
service providers  
set us apart, giving 
you an edge in your 

cloud endeavors.

Unrivaled 
Connectivity

Enjoy diverse 
networking options 
via cloud exchange 

platforms or establish 
direct connections  
for lightning-fast,  

secure data transfers.

Smooth  
Transition

Seamless digital 
transformation: 

Connexus takes the 
complexity out of 
cloud adoption, 
allowing you to 
focus on what  

matters most— 
your business.
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About IPC
A specialist technology and service leader powering global financial markets  
for over 50 years, IPC Systems is at the forefront of electronic trading 
connectivity and state-of-the-art cloud communications, setting the standard  
for exceptional service, innovation, and expertise.

IPC’s customer-first approach is bolstered by an extensive and diverse financial 
ecosystem that spans all asset classes and connects market participants 
anywhere in the world for enhanced communication, collaboration, and 
compliance. Global services include electronic trading, trading communications, 
and infrastructure-as-a-service solutions.

IPC is ideally positioned to anticipate change and remain aligned with rapidly 
transforming markets, and to empower customers to adapt to change,  
now and in the future.

To learn more, visit www.ipc.com  
Explore our Insights page and follow us on LinkedIn

Why Connexus Cloud Connect?

 
1.   Fast and Reliable Connectivity: Offers faster, reliable and low latency connectivity 

when compared to use of standard internet connectivity to connect to the cloud  

2.   Go Global: Connect to applications, data or partners in the cloud from a variety of 
locations worldwide  

3.   Flexible Bandwidth: Scale up and down as per your bandwidth requirements, 
starting from 50Mb, up to 100G

4.   Multiple Topologies: Supports a variety of topologies for connectivity between 
your infrastructure and cloud such as hybrid connectivity, multi-cloud connectivity 
or cloud to cloud connectivity, either as hosted or dedicated connections

5.   High Availability and Resiliency: Leverage IPC’s highly available and resilient core 
network backbone to establish seamless connectivity between your data centers, 
remote locations, branch offices, headquarter and cloud, suitable for mission-
critical business globally.


